HB 7005
I am writing in strong opposition to proposed Bill HB 7005. There are a number of reasons for my opposition:
1) Separation of church and state – why is it even been suggested that the church be involved in this matter and
why are we asking clergy to possibly step into this “hotbed” issue. Certain clergy could also miss manage this
“power” to sign off or not sign off.
2) HIPPA violations – right to medical privacy – the church does not have a right to know which of its members are
using their right for religious exemption.
3) The right of parents to make medical decisions without government and/or the church involvement.
4) This begins a slippery slope of a bill that could be amended multiple times in many different directions and
ultimately remove parents rights to make choices for their children’s medical decisions. There are advocacy
groups that want this right eliminated completely so vaccines can be dictated to parents.

This does not even begin to touch all the many reasons parents choose religious exemptions in the first place
1) The right to choose what gets put into their children’s bodies.
2) The contents of vaccines, the safety of these contents and the sources of these contents
3) The fact that there is no mandatory reporting of vaccine reactions, so there is no clear picture of reactions to
vaccines, in fact some parents are discouraged from reporting or reporting is dismissed or reporting doesn’t
happen. This all results in a very skewed and inaccurate picture of actual and accurate reaction incidents.
4) Its easier to just deny that there is any risk of vaccines.
5) The fact that there is no legal recourse should vaccines do harm and any payouts happen directly from the
government and are capped regardless of the harm done and payout information and reporting is prohibited
and confidential.
6) The fact that the vaccine schedule is a voluminous schedule and that the options are all or none there is no
selection available except optional vaccines which are slowly being pushed. There is an exponential increase in
the number of vaccines done at an early age.
7) There is no research on the impact of vaccines on the developing brain.
8) The fact that there are powerful lobby organizations pushing the vaccine machine forward, which is a billion
dollar business.
9) So many other countries are so much farther advanced in their position on vaccines and people’s rights…

There is a slow but steady encroachment on parents’ rights, including but not limited to parents right to choose, and
how they have to declare those choices and to whom they must declare them. It is slow and methodical and driven by
the big pharma machine and shrouded in the claim of “protecting people”. That claim is false. It would be refreshing to
see government officials do their homework, understand the issue clearly, and be driven to support their constituents
rights rather than the industry that wants to remove those rights.

PLEASE OPPOSE HB 7005
Thank you
Sandra Vonniessen

